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Subscription service from & for
designers.

A
Creative Fabrica is a monthly premium
subscription service where users will get access
to a library of fonts, graphics, crafts and
Embroidery designs that they can use within
the subscription limits. This subscription is used
by hobbyists, professionals and agencies.

Currently more and more marketplaces and
bundles are popping up which are pushing the
prices down rapidly. Our subscription service
allows designers to earn recurring revenue
from the same user for using your work without
adding extra effort for you.

Thank you for your interest in joining Creative Fabrica. We would like to
ask you to keep this documentation confidential and not share this
document publicly.

a

Let's keep this between us.
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Why this service, and how does
it work?Creative

Fabrica
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On the customer front, it works very simply. Within the subscription the
customer gets access to a library of elements. There is no need to buy
a bundle and hope that the fonts and designs are as nice as on the
pictures, they can just try them out and choose what suits your needs.
They can do this only as long as they have an active subscription.
 
Once the subscription expires they will no longer have access to the
library and more importantly, they will no longer be allowed to create
new projects and designs with those items. They are however allowed
to keep on using/selling the designs that they created while their
subscription was active.
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This means there are huge benefits for you
as a designer.

The customer will obtain usage rights, but
not full, perpetual, rights. When the customer
purchases your work on other marketplaces,
they can use it forever and usually without
much limitation. Through Creative Fabrica's
Subscription, the customer will need to keep
paying if they want to continue using the
files for future projects

You will earn recurring monthly revenue just
by participating with your items.

 

They are not allowed to use your
designs to create new t-shirts to
sell.

So you have a t-shirt designer that stops their subscription:

They are allowed to sell t-shirts
that they made while they had
an active subscription.

Your
design

Your earnings will increase over time as more and more people join the
platform.

Whenever you create and release a new design you will automatically
start earnings revenue from that design.
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Creative Fabrica offers two premium subscription plans.
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Payment & Earnings - All Access Subscription

Payment & Earnings

All Access Subscription
$29/month

Below we will explain how the subscription works.

The All Access Subscription costs $29/month. 50% of what the user
pays is paid out to you as a designer.

Craft Subscription
$12/3 months

Feature Commercial

The All Access Subscription will give access to all of our product
libraries: 

Crafts Graphics Fonts

Unlimited personal use

Access to complete libraries
Direct access to newly added products

Users per font/design allowed (seats)

Commercial use

Price per month $29

How this works

50% of what the subscriber pays is paid out to you as a designer.

If the user doesn't want a subscription and purchases a lifetime
commercial license for Fonts, or Graphics (you decide the price),
you will be paid 50% of the fee paid by the customer for that
license for your font/design.

 

Embroidery
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*only for Creative Fabrica's own crafts
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Payment & Earnings - All Access Subscription

The split of the subscription revenue is 50/50

Creative
Fabrica

Designers

10% is split over all fonts/designs
40% is split over the number of downloads

Out of these 50%:

50%

The payout share for the number of downloads is calculated via a point
system.

The reason behind this is to create a fair and balanced payout. For
example, designing and building a WordPress Theme takes more time than
a Social Banner. To make sure each designer gets a fair share, we assigned
points to each element.

Designer Documentation

50%

Each font, graphic, craft and embroidery design is assigned points. The total
amount of points accumulated decides your payout share.

View next page for point system per download
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The point system (per download)
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Wordpress

10 points 8 points

Web Templates

8 points

Web Templates

6 points 6 points

Fonts

5 points

Presentation
Templates

4 points

Embroidery
Designs

3 points 3 points

Logos

CMS Templates CMS Templates

Admin Templates

Scene
Generators

5 points

Infographics

5 points

UX and UI Kits

5 points

Websites

5 points

Product
Mockup

5 points

Print
Templates

Product
Mockups

5 points

Add-ons

3 points

Knitting &
Crochet
Patterns

3 points

Illustrations

2 points

Objects

2 points

Patterns

2 points

Textures

2 points

Web Elements

2 points

Backgrounds

2 points 2 points

3D SVGs

2 points

Teaching
Materials

2 points 2 points 1 points

Coloring
Books & Pages

Photos Crafts

1 points

KDP Interiors

1 points

Icons
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How earnings are calculated
(This is an example for 1 subscriber)

1
Customer pays

$29/month

2
$14.50 is paid our to

the designers

3

4 5 6

10% is spread our over
all items based on
points: $1.45

40% is spread out over
the downloads

 

There are 50 items in
total, you have 10.

Customer downloads 2
icon sets, a UX template

& a scene generator
from you.

Your total points are 15.

The customer downloaded
from multiple designers,

total of 30 points.

50% of all points should
be paid out to you.

The share for the
downloads (40%) is $7.60
You get 50% of that: $3.80
This means you will earn

$3.80+0.95 = $4.75

This is the example for 1 customer. The earnings are calculated per individual
user. This means that earnings depend on how many items the customer

downloaded that month.
The more subscribers join, the higher the payout will be. Our aim is to grow

the amount of products in line with the new subscriptions. This way the
earnings per month will steadily increase over time.

The brilliant bit?
You will earn for every user, every month, just for being on the platform. Don't

expect gold mountains, but it's basically free money.

All information in this document is covered in our designer terms & conditions:
https://www.creativefabrica.com/designers-terms-conditions/
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While adding your product you can set
the price for which you would like to sell
a license. Customers who prefer not to
have a subscription can still buy your

content as a single sale, even if it's
included in the subscription.

 
In case you have certain items that you
don't want to include in the subscription
(for example due to license restrictions),
you can decide to only sell them in the

marketplace. Regular customers
without a subscription will pay the price
that you set. Customers with an active

subscription get 30% discount on
marketplace items.

Working with large agencies or
multinational companies can be

difficult for a designer. Typically these
companies would need a contract and

special license terms. With Creative
Fabrica we offer multi-user license that
can easily be purchased online, we take

care of the invoicing, tax and the
paperwork. Whenever you get a request,
all you need to do is send the customer
to a dedicated page, which will enable
your customer to make an order right

away.
 

For the business tools we charge our
normal marketplace fee, no extra fees

are added.

Is Creative Fabrica Exclusive?
No, you can keep on selling your work on other platforms as well.

We don't mind, it's yours after all.
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Marketplace Business Tools &
Multi-user licenses

A a
Aa



Join us today!
The platform is based on great
designers such as yourself which is
why we want to invite you to join us.

YOUR SHOP
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It works like this

You can create an account for free on 
www.creativefabrica.com/my-account/

After you login, click the button to turn
your account into a designer account. Fill

in the form with your background as a
designer. Our team will review your

application as soon as possible. Once
your application has been approved, you

can start uploading your work.

We'll set up your account and
provide you with access to your

Designer Dashboard where you can
upload new products, edit products

and track your earnings.

We will pay out before the 10th of every
month for the previous month (ex.: before

the 10th of June, you will receive the
earnings for May).

 
The payment is made to your Designer

Wallet, and you can request to your bank
account straight away with PayPal,

Payoneer and Bank Transfer.

Participating in the Subscription
is completely free. All promotions

are taken care by us.
 

We also take care of all
customer questions, and

technical questions.

You can decide to stop
participation at any time. Your
items will be removed within 3
months after the cancellation.

 
You are in agree that you own full
rights to the item(s) and images.

We take care of setting up the products as
well as categorizing, labeling and

describing them to match the style of our
site. This means that for you there is

nothing to do other than upload the actual
files via your Designer Dashboard.

 
If you want help with uploading, your

products, we'd be more than happy to help
you with this. Simply send us your files.
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If you like what we've got to offer,
get in touch!

hi@creativefabrica.com

Turn your passion into profit
and join us today!


